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ABSTRACT: Huge amount data on the internet are in unstructured texts can’t simply be used for further
processing by computer, therefore specific processing method and algorithm is required to extract useful pattern.
Text mining is process to extract information from the unstructured data. A major difficulty of text classification
is high dimensionality of feature space. Feature selection method used for dimension reduction. We use filter
method for feature selection that use MFD algorithm but main drawback it is it necessary to assign value of F so
it’s work for only given features F we overcome this by proposed method in which F value select automatically by
pre analyses data set extract unique feature and create feature set F so its work for all unique features and also
reduce maximum redundancy by imposing threshold value.
KEYWORDS: Text mining, Feature selection, Filter method, wrapper method, embedded method, MFD
algorithm.
I INTRODUCTION
Text mining is process to extract information from the unstructured data. Text mining is also known to be data
mining, data mining help to mine data of structure pattern while text mining help to handle data with unstructured
form.Text mining task including text clustering, text classification, document summarization, entity modeling [1].
Text classification is task of automatically sorting set of document into categories from predefined set.
Text Classification tasks divided into 1) Supervised Document Classification: In Supervised Document
Classification some external mechanism provides information on the correct classification for documents or to
define classes for the classifier.
2) Unsupervised Classification: In Unsupervised Document Classification, the classification must be done without
any external reference and the system do not have predefined classes [2]
high dimensionality of feature space seems to be major challenge in text mining which can be reduce by feature
selection method. Our main motive is: “dimension reduction using feature selection method”. Feature selection is a
process that is based on criteria of data.
Reasons to use feature selection technique:
1. reducing the number of features, to reduce over fitting and improve the generalization of models.
2. To gain a better understanding of the features and their relationship to the response variables.
There are three classes of feature selection algorithms: 1) filter methods, 2) wrapper methods and 3) embedded
methods. We are going to use filtration method. The features are ranked by the score and either selected to be kept
or removed from the dataset. Example of some filter methods include the Chi squared test, information gain and
correlation coefficient scores.
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We use filter method for feature selection that use MFD algorithm but main drawback it is it necessary to assign
value of F we overcome this by proposed method in which F value select automatically by pre analyses data set
extract unique feature and create feature set F and also remove more redundancy by proposed method.
The rest of the paper is as follow: Section II discusses Text mining challenges. Section III Discuss feature
selection method for dimension reduction .section IV discuss Maximum feature per document algorithm.. In section
V discuss proposed algorithm .section VI discuss related work and section VII gives conclusion.
II TEXT MINING CHELLENGES
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Large textual data base: No clear picture of what document suit the application.
High dimensionality: Thousand of word, only very small percentages is used in typical document.
Several input modes: Text intended for different consumer‟s i.e. Different languages, different format.
Dependency: Word and phrases create context for each other.
Noisy data.
III FEATURE SELECTION METHOD

Feature-selection methods used for reduction of the dimensionality of the dataset by removing features that are
considered irrelevant for the classification. [5]The aim of feature selection is to select a subset of variables from the
input which can efficiently describe the input data while reducing effects from noise or irrelevant variables and still
provide good prediction results. One of the applications would be in gene microarray analysis .The standardized
gene expression data can contain hundreds of variables of which many of them could be highly correlated with other
variables .The dependant variables provide no extra information about the classes and thus serve as noise for the
predictor. This means that the total information content can be obtained from fewer unique features which contain
maximum discrimination information about the classes.[5] Hence by eliminating the dependent variables, the
amount of data can be reduced which can lead to improvement in the classification performance. Feature selection in
text classification focuses on identifying relevant information without affecting the accuracy of the classifier.
Feature selection techniques can be classified into three categories: filtering techniques ,wrapper techniques and
embedded technique.
(1) Filter method: Filter methods analyze intrinsic properties of data, ignoring the classifier. This methods can
perform two operations namely ranking and subset selection. In ranking independent feature is evaluated by
neglecting interactions among the elements while in subset selection, the final subset of features to be selected is
provided. In some cases, these two operations are performed sequentially; in other cases, only the selection is carried
out Filter methods suppress the least interesting variables.
Examples:
a)

2

2

X statistic: Measures lack of independence between t and c and can be compared to the X distribution with
one degree of freedom to judge extremeness [5].

Where D = total number of documents
P = the number of documents of class c containing term t
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Q = the number of documents containing t occurs without c.
M= the number of documents class c occurs without t.
N=the number of documents of other class without t.
b) Information gain: Information gain is frequently employed as a term goodness criterion in machine learning.
The prediction of category is done by knowing presence or absence of term in document and by measuring
number of bits of information.
c)

Mutual information: Mutual information is a criterion commonly used in statistical language modeling of,
word associations and related applications .This is able to provide a precise statistical calculation that could
be applied to a very large corpus to produce a table of association of words [5]

2) Wrapper methods: Wrapper method use a predictive model to score feature subsets. Each new subset is used
to train a model, which is tested on a hold-out set. Counting the number of mistakes made on that hold-out set
gives the score for that subset. As wrapper methods train a new model for each subset, they are very
computationally intensive, but usually provide the best performing feature set for that particular type of
model[14].
3) Embedded method: Embedded method are a catch-all group of techniques which perform feature selection as
part of the model construction process. Recently, embedded methods have been proposed to reduce the
classification of learning. They try to combine the advantages of both previous methods. The learning
algorithm takes advantage of its own variable selection algorithm. So, it needs to know preliminary what a
good selection is, which limits their exploitation[14]
IV MAXIMUM FEATURE PER DOCUMENT ALGORITHM
MFD algorithm steps:
1) A training set dtr loaded .The set composed of d document.
2) For each feature the FEF values are calculated and stored in Sh , thus sh represent the FEFs Values are
calculate.
3) The new set of features FS is computed. The hth feature is inserted in FS (Sh is the highest value among all
features). However, if this feature is already in FS, it is ignored and the algorithm increments nf to search
for another feature or continues to the next document (if nf > f ). Sbestfeature assumes a negative value.
This avoids future selection of this feature in the document di under analysis. After, the S vector has its
values restored because the next document must deal with the original values. At the end of this phase, FS
should be a vector with m values, and these and stored in Sh. Thus, Sh represents the importance of the hth
feature.
V PROPOSED ALGORITHM
 In existing MFD algorithm we need to assign value of feature F every time and thus we get result only for
given feature F but in our proposed algorithm we are going to implement in such way that it‟s scan the
value of feature F automatically by pre analyze data set and find value of F create feature set F so its work
for all unique features.
 In proposed algorithm we are going to Remove maximum redundancy by imposing threshold values
Proposed algorithm steps:
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1)
2)
3)
4)

Pre analysis data sets, Extract unique feature and create feature set f
Load training set dtr
Decide threshold value
The new set of features FS is computed. The hth feature is inserted in FS (Sh is the highest value among all
features). However, if this feature is already in FS, it is ignored and the algorithm increments nf to search
for another feature or continues to the next document (if nf > f ).
5) Check threshold value remove feature that below in threshold value
6) Sbest feature assumes a negative value. This avoids future selection of this feature in the document di under
analysis. After, the S vector has its values restored because the next document must deal with the original
values. At the end of this phase, FS should be a vector with m values, and these and stored in Sh. Thus, Sh
represents the importance of the hth feature.

Fig .1 Flow chart of proposed algorithm
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VI RELATED WORK
In this paper proposed two filtering methods for feature selection in text categorization, namely: Maximum f
Features per Document (MFD), and Maximum f Features per Document – Reduced (MFDR). Both algorithms
determine the number of selected features f in a data-driven way using a global-ranking Feature Evaluation Function
(FEF). The MFD method analyzes all documents to ensure that each document in the training set is represented in
the final feature vector. Whereas MFDR analyzes only the documents with high FEF valued features to select less
features therefore avoiding unnecessary ones.[3]
This paper proposed A new feature ranking metric termed as relative discrimination criterion (RDC), which takes
document frequencies for each term count of a term into account while estimating the usefulness of a term. RDC
includes the information of term counts, which is ignored by other feature ranking metrics, while determining the
rank of a term. In which The performance of RDC is compared with four well known feature ranking metrics,
information gain (IG), CHI squared (CHI), odds ratio (OR) and distinguishing feature selector (DFS) using support
vector machines (SVM) and multinomial naive Bayes (MNB) classifiers.[4]
In this paper proposed B&B feature selection in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space(B&B RKHS).This algorithm
employs two existing criterion functions and one new criterion function however, all computed in RKHS. This
enable B&B RKHS to conceive inherent nonlinear data structures. The algorithm was experimentally compared the
popular wrapper approach that use an exhaustive to guarantee optimality. The classification accuracy achieved with
both method was comparable however , runtime of B&B RKHS was superior Using two existing criterion function
and even completely out of reach using the new criterion function.[5]
In this paper introduce an an improved global feature selection scheme (IGFSS) where the last step in a common
feature selection scheme is modified in order to obtain a more representative feature set is proposed. Although
feature set constructed by a common feature selection scheme successfully represents some of the classes, a number
of classes may not be even represented. Consequently, IGFSS aims to improve the classification performance of
global feature selection methods by creating a feature set representing all classes almost equally. For this purpose, a
local feature selection method is used in IGFSS to label features according to their discriminative power on classes
and these labels are used while producing the feature sets.[6]
This paper proposed a novel system for feature selection ,which integrates the 1-nearest neighbor technique
determined by the LOOCV method and the binary improved GSA. The main aim this work is to optimize the feature
subset selection effectively. The key to the success of the improved GSA is to utilize PWL for increas-ing its
diversity of species, and to use SQP for accelerating local exploitation.[7]
VII CONCLUSION
Text mining is process to extract information from the unstructured data. A major difficulty of text classification is
high dimensionality of feature space. Feature selection method used for dimension reduction. Feature selection is a
process that chooses a subset from the original feature set according to some criterions. There are three general
classes of feature selection algorithms: filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods .We use filter
method for feature selection that use MFD algorithm .In MFD algorithm it is it necessary to assign value of F so
it‟s work for only given features F we overcome this by proposed method in which F value select automatically by
pre analyses data set extract unique feature and create feature set F so its work for all unique features and we will
reduce maximum redundancy by imposing threshold value.
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